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St. Eustatius and the location of Fair Play Plantation

Figure 1. Plan View of St. Eustatius and the location of Fair Play Plantation
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Data Management and Curation
All project-related materials will be curated in accordance with professional archaeological standards.
Materials anticipated to be curated, following the completion of the Fair Play Plantation project, include
artifacts, samples, notes, field maps, photographs, databases, and electronic and paper copies of the
project report.

Feature Overviews
Archaeologists from the St. Eustatius Center for Archaeological Research (SECAR) assigned six new
feature numbers (Table 1) during data recovery phase at the Fair Play Plantation Slave Quarters. In
addition, 444 sub-feature numbers were assigned to postholes or pits that were located within or
comprised other features, for a total of 450 features. Features assigned in the slave quarters make up six of
the total seventeen features located at Fair Play Plantation. The six features and 444 sub-features
assigned in the slave quarters were completely excavated and documented. The 450 excavated features
consisted of four habitation structures, seven pits, 435 postholes, and two ditches.

Table 1. List of Features
Feature Number
12
13
14
15
16
17

Feature Type
Habitation Structure
Habitation Structure
Habitation Structure
Fence
Habitation Structure
Fence

Number of Sub-features
34
34
36
26
39
10

Comments
Entrance facing NW
Entrance facing SE
Entrance facing SE
“L” shape alignment
Entrance facing NW
“L” shape alignment
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Introduction and Background Contexts
During the summer of 2014 SECAR archaeologists, Reese A. Cook, MA and Ruud Stelten, MA,
conducted an archaeological investigation to determine the location and extent of the slave quarters at an
eighteenth- to nineteenth-century sugar plantation called Fair Play. This archaeological investigation was
intended for research purposes and not carried out due to potential impact of any archaeological
properties.

The investigations of the slave quarters at Fair Play plantation initially began to determine the extent of
the plantation property and to identify the limits of the slave quarters. The investigation has offered very
informative insight into the lives of plantation slaves on St. Eustatius. The research herein has provided a
better understanding of their way of life, subsistence strategies, and habitation structures during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The research proved to be productive in obtaining additional information regarding the life ways of slaves
on St. Eustatius, their social class among other Caribbean slaves of that time period, their subsistence
strategies, and the structures in which they lived.
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Development of Research Questions
In the summer of 2012, NuStar L.P. (NuStar) proposed an expansion project that would adversely impact
historic cultural properties situated on their property. Due to the potential impact to these historic cultural
properties, SECAR had the opportunity to conduct a data recovery mitigation project for NuStar in their
storage yard known as "the farm".

The information garnered from that archaeological project allowed us to have the first glimpse of slave
settlement patterns on St. Eustatius (Stelten 2013). Despite the archaeological information recovered from
that project and because that was the only slave quarters excavation that has taken place on St. Eustatius,
there is still limited information concerning eighteenth- and nineteenth-century slaves of the island. Due
to this lack of information, we proposed a research project on a similar sugar plantation on St. Eustatius
called Fair Play.

To supplement our current information concerning the lives of slaves on St. Eustatius during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, we proposed the following research questions to frame our
archaeological investigation:
•

What style of architecture and construction techniques were used?

•

What was the structural layout and orientation?

•

Through the recovered cultural material, what were the dates of occupation the slave quarters?

•

What can be determined about the social class and wealth of the slaves on the basis of their
material culture ad settlement pattern?

Additional or supplemental research questions may arise during the continued research of the remaining
Fair Play Plantation property or during the analysis of cultural material. These additional questions will
be addressed in the final write up for Fair Play Plantation.
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Historical Context
The development of the Statian plantation landscape has played an important role in the island’s history.
Immediately after the first permanent European colonization of the island by the Dutch in 1636, various
plantations were set up on which sugar cane, cotton, tobacco, coffee and indigo were grown. As the
plantations increased in size and number, so did the number of imported black and red slaves. In 1665,
there were already 840 enslaved Africans living on St. Eustatius. The yields from the plantations, which
by 1650 were even to be found on the slopes of the hills, were exported to Zeeland.

Plantations grew steadily, so much that by the 1740s, all arable land was under cultivation, as is shown by
a 1742 map of the island, which depicts 76 plantations. By this time, sugar had become such an important
product, that most plantations grew sugar cane. As the Statian plantations were not very productive due to
a lack of precipitation in most parts of the island, they were mainly involved in processing illegally
imported sugar from other islands for re-export. By the early 1790s, the Statian population had increased
to over 8,000 people, of which nearly 5,000 were slaves.

After a collapse in trade activities on St. Eustatius following a French occupation in 1795, and a dramatic
decrease in sugar prices, many plantations were abandoned. By the 1840s, only ten plantations were left.
The island’s population declined sharply in the nineteenth century, and after the abolition of slavery the
white planter elite lost their cheap labor force which proved to be the final blow to the plantations.

Already in 1675 St. Eustatius provided the French, Spanish and English islands with slaves. By 1725 the
Dutch shipped 2,000 to 3,000 slaves per year to the island, almost all in transit. Slave ships brought their
cargo to Statia to be auctioned to buyers from the surrounding islands. Fort Amsterdam, at Oranje Bay’s
northern end, hosted slave auctions and served to store slaves (figure 3). Initially, the main building was
only one storey; however it was expanded to two in 1742 to accommodate additional slaves. Sometimes
the slaves were transferred from one ship to another without even coming ashore.
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Figure 3. Historical plans for the Water fort

Slaves were delivered dressed, and if one wanted to get a good price for a slave, he/she needed to be well
fed. The Statian slaves worked not only on plantations, but also as crewmen on ships, ship workers,
transporters of goods to and from ships, and as servants. They possibly also helped in making illegally
imported raw sugar into rum. The slave trade reached its peak in the early 1770s. Towards the end of the
eighteenth century people started to protest against this trade. The slave trade in the Dutch colonies was
ended in 1814, but it was not until 1863 that the Dutch abolished slavery.

In the island’s urban center, slaves lived both in and around the merchants’ homes; various inventories
indicate that slave dwellings were part of these properties in addition to other outbuildings. There is also
strong evidence that a large number of freed slaves lived in areas at the periphery of Oranjestad. On
plantations the enslaved population lived in little quarterss, often referred to as ‘slave quarters.’ One such
quarters was excavated by SECAR on Schotsenhoek plantation in 2012-2013. The remains of seven postin-ground dwellings were found, ranging from 10 to 21 m² (Stelten 2013). Artifacts associated with the
quarters included a wide variety of European trade goods, indicating that the enslaved population on St.
Eustatius had more access to luxury goods than previously thought.

Interestingly, whereas on most other Caribbean islands the slave dwellings were in sight of the plantation
owner’s house, on Statia this was not the case, suggesting that surveillance of the slaves’ home lives was
more limited. Owners could have, as was found elsewhere, placed slave housing in an area that was more
easily observed. However, the owners may have felt no need to constantly watch their slaves due to the
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small size of Statia. As a result, slaves probably experienced a much different physical and social
environment that those living on other islands. On Statia, slaves moved between the plantations and
throughout the trading district with relative ease.

Thus the living conditions were likely less difficult for slaves on Statia compared to those in other places.
Here they could earn money with which they could purchase their freedom. These so called ‘free blacks’
would sometimes have a few slaves of their own. Nevertheless, it often happened that slaves tried to
escape, not always without success. In 1750, a ship named the Young Elias lay at anchor at St. Eustatius.
The only people on board were four slaves, who hoisted sail and escaped to Puerto Rico, where, once they
were baptized, they did not have to worry about being sent back. In 1780, an estimated 50 slaves escaped
into the crater of the Quill, who were quickly apprehended.

Historical Sources
Fair Play was one of the largest plantations on the island. The remains of various buildings, including the
only standing windmill on the island, an industrial complex, big house, well, and several as yet
unidentified buildings, are still present at varying states of preservation. In 1742, the plantation first
appears on a map, which shows it belonged to widow Runnels. A 1781 map made during the British
occupation of the island, depicts the plantation in most detail (Figure 4). The structure in the top right is
an animal mill preceding the windmill that was built in 1831. To the left is the industrial complex
consisting of the boiling and curing house. Various other buildings are depicted to the left of these. Below
the rectangular and L-shaped buildings were the slave quarters, indicated by the small tents. Next to these
to the left are the provisioning grounds.

Various other maps dating to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries show Fair Play Plantation
with little detail. A map from 1839, however, depicts the windmill, a well, and several other buildings
(Figure 5). The plantation is also depicted, without much detail, on the 1915 Werbata map.
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Figure 4. Historical map created in 1781 by P.F. Martin

Figure 5. Historical map created in 1839 by A.H. Bisschop-Grevelink

Environmental and Geological Setting
The research area is situated in the saddle of the island between the Quill volcano and an extinct volcano
currently known as the Northern Hills, in an area called the Cultuurvlakte. A gradual downward slope of
approximately 15 degrees to the northwest provides a 4 meter elevation change from the northwestern
most features to the southeastern most extent of the site.
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The site is located on a proximal face of block and ash-flow/scoria flow deposits from the latest volcanic
event that occurred 1,550±35 years B.P (Roobol 2004). The scoria flow deposits below the cultural strata
is a yellow/gray color with >.05 - 2cm grains and nodules. The color of this natural geological layer was
contrastively different than that of the cultural layers and acted as a marker while excavating that visually
indicated if the excavator was still in a cultural or natural/sterile soil.

The site location is considered a vegetation transition zone. The surrounding vegetation consists of
species from the Thorny Woodland and Grazing Lands vegetation zones. The species include Casha
(species of the genus Acacia), Mimosa (Leucaena leucocephala) Snakeberry tree (Rauvolfia viridis),
West Indian Cherry (Malpighia emarginata), Black Cherry (Randia aculeata), and Persian lilac
(Clerodendron aculeatum) are common. Many herbs and flowers persist during the rainy seasons and go
dormant during the dry season. Cacti also occur in this vegetation type (Augustinus et al. 1985; Stoffers
1960)

Previous Archaeological Research
Access to Fair Play plantation has been limited until 2013 when the current owners, Island Estates N.V.,
allowed archaeological research to be conducted. Prior to this, in 1988, as part of his master's thesis,
James A. Delle conducted an island-wide inventory and documentation of all the plantations located on
St. Eustatius (Delle 1989). His inventory included Fair Play plantation and all its visible features (Delle
1989: 62-67). His research, conducted over 27 years ago, offered structural layout and photographs of
masonry structures that have since further deteriorated. No other archeological research has been
conducted.

Field Research Methods
Stage I: Assessing the correct area to investigate.
Stage I of the research process began with archival research of maps and documents of Fair Play
Plantation. From a map created by an English cartographer in 1781, we were able to ascertain the
approximate location of the slave quarters at Fair Play Plantation (figure 4). This map was originally
created to tally the taxable lands holdings and overall property of the inhabitants of the island. The
following areas of investigation were largely dictated by the stage I research and where the 1781
cartographer had plotted the slave structures in 1781.
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Stage 2: Archeological investigation and data recovery
The following stage was split into two methods of investigation; mechanical stripping and feature
excavation. With mechanical stripping, the intent was to remove the overburden with a mechanical
excavator and identify any cultural material and features present (figure 6). Approximately 0.50 - 0.80
meters of overburden was present in some locations.

Figure 6. The mechanical excavator dumping a bucket of dirt from the eastern half of the stripping area.

To accurately examine site structure, it was necessary to expose in plan view a large portion of the site
within the intended area of investigation. Large-scale stripping and removal of overburden was necessary
in order to expose as much of the horizontal layout of the slave quarters as possible. Through mechanical
stripping, the outlines of exposed features and sub-features were added to an overall site map, which were
measured and numbered before complete excavation.

Along with the identification of spatial relationships among features, more detailed information on the
structure of the site was obtained through excavation and detailed recording of features. Following
surface documentation of all the exposed features, they were then bisected, sifted, and a profile for each
feature was drawn (figure 7). The other half of the feature was then excavated, sifted and the contents of
the feature were collected for analysis.
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After stage two of the field research was complete, we found that the stage one cartographical research
and the English map from 1781 proved to be very accurate in locating of the slave quarters. The map
depicted that the slave quarters were situated west of the boiler house at Fair Play Plantation and stripping
back the overburden to reveal the series of post holes that represented slave activity and structures,
confirmed the maps accuracy.

Figure 7. Investigation and excavation of features after mechanical stripping.

To establish at least the relative contemporaneity of structures in a particular group, for example, it will
be necessary to obtain the temporally diagnostic cultural material from the features and sub-features,
along with any other dateable materials. Contemporaneity and general site chronology is discussed in
more detail for the research issue of chronology.
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Results and Interpretation
The following section presents the preliminary results and interpretations for the slave quarters at Fair
Play Plantation. The final results for the entire Fair Play Plantation site will be available once all
investigations are completed by SECAR.

Chronology
Questions of chronology are always a concern for archaeologists. In order to address research questions
concerning topics such as subsistence strategies, site structure, social class through time etc., it is critical
to identify, as accurately as possible, to what time period the archaeological remains date. In spite of
several decades of investigations, considerable historic research, and chronological data from the island,
more research is needed for the timeline of enslaved populations on St. Eustatius. As mentioned above,
one goal for this project is to aid in the refining of the chronology of enslaved peoples on St. Eustatius.
In addition, more specific goals might include the examination of specific time periods and and social
changes through time in St. Eustatius‘ slave history as mentioned by Schiltkamp and de Smidt 1979 &
Strom and again in Heath 1988.

Cultural Material
The preliminary analysis for the slave quarters’ cultural assemblage was divided into artifact types;
ceramic, glass, and metals. Prliminary analysis of this research is the first phase of the investigation at the
slave quarters and because we are only reporting the preliminary results, other analyses such as faunal and
botanical remains will be stored for future funding and research. The recovered artifacts were split into
two groups; general collection and feature collection. The general slave quarters collection was the
recovery of cultural material from above the stripping area including the surface, overburden, and backdirt, The cultural material recovered from the surface, over-burden, and back-dirt are contextually
compromised due to the amount of disturbance. None of the cultural material in the general collection
was recovered from identified features or sub-features and due to the lack of contextual ordination,
cultural material from the general collection does not accurately represent the data from the slave
quarters. However, the general collection serves only to offer a possible range of data available for the
immediate area. All data presented hereto represents the cultural material recovered from features or subfeatures or otherwise stated in the text.

Ceramics
Because this is a preliminary report of our findings, ceramic classification will be conservative, but every
attempt will be made to place ceramic sherds into the finest typological and functional categories
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possible. A sample of sherds will be photographed to illustrate recovered types, and other artifacts, such
as figurines, also may be photographed or drawn if they are recovered (figure 9).

Figure 9. Recovered ceramics from Sub-feature #402

The initial phase of the ceramic analysis was to sort and count the ceramics by ware and type, identify
temporally sensitive pottery types, determine collection size by provenience, and provide an initial
assessment of the range and variation present in the collection. Recorded variables consisted of ware and
type classification. Any other unidentifiable ceramics or those that fell outside traditional typologies was
described by attributes and classified under “other”.

The second phase of ceramic analysis was partially completed for this preliminary report and will be
entirely completed for the final report of the Fair Play Plantation. This phase focuses on answering
research questions presented above in the research design section, including those questions concerning
social class and if possible, subsistence strategies. Recorded attributes for the second phase included
vessel part, form diameter of vessel opening based on rim sherds, evidence of use alteration (for example,
sooting or glaze cracks due to heat alteration), modifications, and secondary uses (such as game pieces).
Stylistic attributes might include the overall design style and individual design elements.

If appropriate and upon available resources, a sample of Afro-Caribbean ceramics may be subjected to
more detailed sourcing analyses, such as petrography, X-ray Fluorescence, etc., to provide an informed
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view of provenance. Provenance data, whether obtained by specialized analysis or macroscopic
observation of inclusions, when combined with information concerning vessel size and function, type, and
unique stylistic attributes, can assist in determining a vessel’s use history from point of manufacture to
discard. For example, if the previous analyses of sourcing show that Aftro-Caribbean ceramics were
imported, what ceramic forms were produced locally and which were imported? Furthermore, is there
evidence for a locally produced Afro-Caribbean ceramic produced?

Ceramic Analytics
The following section presents the analytical data of the ceramic assemblage recovered from the slave
quarters. These analytics present the count total, percentages, and results of statistical analyses.

Table 2 Ceramic Ware Classification
Ware Classification

Total Count

Percentage

Porcelain

83

5.78%

Stoneware

205

14.29%

Refined Earthenware

966

67.31%

Coarse earthenware

146

10.17%

Afro-Caribbean ware

25

1.75%

Other

10

0.70%

Total Count

1435
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Vessel forms
By identifying the form types represented in the ceramic assemblage we were able to address those
research questions regarding social class and subsistence strategies. Addressing the research questions
depended upon the ability to identify vessel form and function and required a collection of sufficient size.
Intact vessels and reconstruct able vessels (RVs) were preferred but were not present; fortunately, rimsherd collections can provide considerable information towards the size and possible function of the
vessels. Date and duration of occupation may be inferred, in part, from the diversity present in the
ceramic collection. This is based on the expectation that short-term use is represented by a more restricted
inventory of ceramics reflecting a limited number of activities. By contrast, it is expected that a slave
habitation site occupied for a considerable duration or one used repeatedly over time would be
represented by more diverse vessel forms and types, indicating more diverse activities.

Table 3 Ceramic Vessel Form
Ware Classification
Porcelain
Stoneware
Refined Earthenware
Coarse earthenware
Afro-Caribbean ware
Other
Total

Dinnerware
77
26
904
8
915

Serving ware
6
61
4
2
214

Utility ware
3
1
43
26

Storage
176
99
25
280

Dinnerware: Plates, Bowls, Cups, Mugs, etc. Serving Ware: Platter, Saucer, Pitcher, Tea Pot,
Vases, etc. Utility ware: Strainer, Crockery/Cooking, Roof Tile, etc. Storage: Jug, Jar, etc.
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Glass
The glass artifacts recovered from the slave quarters provided information concerning social status and
subsistence strategies that assist in answering the research questions. The majority of the glass fragments
were identified as olive green glass from wine bottles. The remainder of the glass assemblage was a
mixture of clear glass with various vessel forms.

4 Table Glass Classification
Classification
Green Glass, Wine Bottle

Element
Finish
Neck
Shoulder
Body
Base
Fragment Sub-Total
Green Glass, Gin Case Bottle
Finish
Neck
Shoulder
Body
Base
Fragment Sub-Total
Clear Glass, Mixed Type
Rim
Body
Base
Other
Fragment Sub-Total
TOTAL
*Fragment(s) exhibit more than one element classification

Count
9*
22*
32*
403*
15*
327
2*
2*
12*
25*
14*
176
12
16
5
5
38
541

Percentage

60.44%

32.53%

7.03%
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Feature Descriptions
As mentioned above (see Feature Overview), six structural features and five pit features were identified
during the investigation. The four structural features are composed of 143 post holes. The measured
variables considered when determining which post holes made-up a structural features were depth,
diameter, artifact assemblage, and linear configuration. After compiling and grouping like variables, the
six structural features were identified. The six structural features found within the area of investigation are
classified as slave dwellings and fit the architectural style and description of other slave dwellings found
on St. Eustatius (Stelten 2013:19). They consist of 15-20 postholes that form rectangular structures
ranging in size from 20.5 to 28.58 m². The following image is a replica of a slave dwelling designed and
erected using plant material locally found in St. Eustatius and architectural data from investigations at
Schotsenhoek Plantation (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Reconstructed slave hut on St. Eustatius
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Feature Designation: Feature 12
Sub-feature(s): 34
Date Range: 1790-1835
Function: Habitation
Intra-mural features: 17 post holes and 1 storage pit
Dimensions: 28.58m² (6.48x4.41m)
Elevation/Depth: 2.00-2.15mbd
Cultural Material:
Post holes: Refined earthenware: Creamware (n=1), Tin-enamel/Delftware (n=2), Other: Coarse
Earthenware (n=2), Slipwares/Staffordshire-Type (n=2), Whiteware (n=1), Stoneware/Saltglaze (n=1),
Faunal bone (n=3), and Iron nail (n=19), a pipe stem fragment (n=1), and Shell/Caribbean Top Snail
(n=10).
Sub-features: Sub Feat. 227: Refined earthenware: Creamware (n=2), Tin-enamel/Delftware (n=2), Other:
Unknown Porcelain (n=1), Mixed iron nails and fragments (n=1), Green Glass/Wine Bottle (n=1), and
Shell/Caribbean Top Snail (n=5).
Description: This structural feature is oriented 42º east-west with the entrance in the western quadrant
facing north. The entrance measures 1.36 meters wide. Additional post holes in and around the parameter
of the feature are most likely posts that are a result of structural repair or reconstruction.

Figure 11. Plan view of feature 12
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Feature Designation: Feature 13
Sub-feature(s): 34
Date Range: 1762-1830
Function: Habitation
Intra-mural features: 5 post holes and 2 storage pits
Dimensions: 24.9m² (6.12 x 4.07m)
Elevation/Depth: 2.00-2.35mbd
Cultural Material:
Post holes: Refined earthenware: Creamware (n=5), Tin-enamel/Delftware (n=5), Other: Coarse
Earthenware (n=1), Afro-Caribbeanware (n=1), Unknown Porcelain (n=1), Faunal bone (n=1), Green
Glass/Wine Bottle (n=1), Mixed iron nails and fragments (n=12), and Shell/Caribbean Top Snail (n=1).
Sub-features: Sub Feat. 120: Refined earthenware: Creamware (5), Tin-enamel/Delftware (n=4), Other:
Afro-Caribbeanware (n=1), Mixed iron nails and fragments (n=3), and Shell/Caribbean Top Snail (n=7).
Sub-Feat 119: Green Glass/Wine Bottle (n=2), Mixed iron nails and fragments (n=5), and
Shell/Caribbean Top Snail (n=1).
Description: This structural feature is oriented 42º east-west with the entrance in the center of the wall
facing south. The entrance measures 1.15 meters wide. Additional post holes in and around the parameter
of the feature are most likely posts that are a result of structural repair or reconstruction.

Figure 12. Plan view of habitation feature 13
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Feature Designation: Feature 14
Sub-feature(s): 36
Date Range: 1765-1830
Function: Habitation
Intra-mural features: 1 storage pit and 9 post holes
Dimensions: 30.62m² (6.70x4.57m)
Elevation/Depth: 1.91-2.18mbd
Cultural Material:
Post holes: Refined earthenware: Creamware (n=2), Tin-enamel/Delftware (n=3), Other: Whiteware
(n=1), Green Glass/Wine Bottle (n=2), Faunal bone (n=3), Iron fragments and nails (n=8), a pipe stem
fragment (n=1), and Shell/Caribbean Top Snail (n=3).
Sub-features: Sub Feat. 401: Pearlware/Transferprint/Blue on white (n=1), Porcelain/Ch Ing/Blue on
white (n=4), , Afro-Caribbeanware (n=1), Unknown Coarse Earthenware/lead glaze (n=2), Unknown
Refined Earthenware/Blue etched (n=1), Mixed iron nails and fragments (n=1), Shell/Caribbean Top
Snail (n=1), and Wood fragments (n=5)
Description: This structural feature is oriented 43º east-west with the entrance in the eastern quadrant
facing south. The entrance measures 1.04 meters wide and shows evidence of an exterior awning over the
doorway consisting of seven post holes configured in a 2.67x2.81m square. Additional post holes in and
around the parameter of the structure are most likely posts that are a result of structural repair or
reconstruction.

Figure 13. Plan view of habitation feature 14
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Feature Designation: Feature 15
Sub-feature(s): 26
Date Range: Approximately 1762-1830
Function: Fence
Intra-mural features: N/A
Dimensions: 19.85x8.47
Elevation/Depth: 1.66-2.06mbd
Cultural Material: Refined earthenware: Whiteware (n=2), Tin-enamel/Delftware (n=3), Creamware
(n=1), Stoneware/Rhenish/Blue and Gray (n=1), Faunal bone (n=2), Shell/Caribbean Top Snail (n=8),
Mixed iron nails and fragments (n=8)
Description: The depth of the fence post holes are all within a range of 5 centimeters of each other,
offering more evidence that they are in fact associated with each other. The purpose of the fence is
unknown, however; it could be the northeastern corner of a slave provisioning grounds or the western
fence to delineate a boundary for the slave quarters. In addition to the aligned posts, more post holes
around the alignment are most likely posts that are a result of repair or reconstruction. The post holes are
defined by a dark grey sandy-silt soil surrounded by sterile yellow-orange volcanic tuff.

Figure 14. Plan view of habitation feature 15
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Feature Designation: Feature 16
Sub-feature(s): 39
Date Range: 1770-1800
Function: Habitation
Intra-mural features: 14 post holes, 1 storage pit
Dimensions: 20.05m² (5.42 x 3.70m)
Elevation/Depth: 2.08-2.35mbd
Cultural Material:
Post holes: Refined earthenware: Creamware (n=1), Tin-enamel (n=3), Other: Coarse Earthenware (n=1),
Afro-Caribbeanware (n=2), Stoneware/Saltglaze (n=1), Green Glass/Wine Bottle (n=3), and Iron nail
(n=1).
Sub-features: Sub Feat. 146: Refined earthenware: Creamware (n=3), Tin-enamel/Delftware (n=2), Other:
Unknown Porcelain (n=1), Mixed iron nails and fragments (n=2), and Green Glass/Wine Bottle (n=2).
Description: This structural feature is oriented 42º east-west with a possible entrance in the northeastern
quadrant of the structure facing north or in the southeastern facing south. The north facing entrance
measures 0.94 meters wide and the south facing entrance measures 1.01 meters wide. Additional post
holes in and around the parameter of the feature are most likely posts that are a result of structural repair
or reconstruction.

Figure 15. Plan view of habitation feature 16
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Feature Designation: Feature 17
Sub-feature(s): 10
Date Range: Approximately 1762 - 1820
Function: Fence
Intra-mural features: N/A
Dimensions: 14.53x13.27m
Elevation/Depth: 2.40- 1.90mbd
Cultural Material: Green Glass/Wine Bottle (n=4) and Creamware (n=2)
Description: The two alignments of post holes in the northern section of stripped area are likely the
corner of a fence. The north-south alignment of post holes are oriented 320º northwest and measure
roughly 14.53 meters in length. The southern portion of the fence terminates or possibly deviates west.
The east-west alignment of the post holes are oriented 40º northeast and measure 13.27 meters. The
western portion of the fence was left unexcavated but is likely to extend further.
In both alignments of the fence, the post holes are evenly spaces at approximately 2.90m apart from each
other. The depth of the fence post holes range between 20 and 25 centimeters below the surface. The
purpose of the fence is unknown, however, the fence is not likely contemporaneous with feature 12 due to
the fact that it intrudes through the northern wall of the structure. The post holes for this feature were
defined by a dark grey sandy-silt soil surrounded by sterile yellow-orange volcanic tuff.

Figure 16. Plan view of habitation feature 17
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Feature Designation: Feature 472
Sub-feature(s): N/A
Date: Approximately 1780-1800
Function: Storage pit
Intra-mural features: N/A
Dimensions: Diameter 0.90m
Elevation/Depth: 1.92mbd/0.25m
Cultural Material: Beads (n=7), Shell button (n=1), Clear glass: Perfume bottle stopper (n=1) &
Perfume bottle base (n=1), Iron nail & Fragments (n=11), Refined earthenware: Whiteware (n=9), Tinenamel/Delftware (n=1), Pearlware/Transferprint/Blue on white (n=5), Creamware (n=4), and
Porcelain/English soft paste (n=1).
Description: Feature 472 contained a variety of artifacts that had considerable value for the time. This
storage pit likely acted as a hiding place or safe for the residents of feature12.

Figure 17. Profile of Storage Pit Feature 472
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Research Questions
Due to the limited amount of research and information regarding slaves and their ways of life on St.
Eustatius, this research satisfies essential questions and supports previous research.

Architectural Style and Orientation
By recording the four new slave habitation structures, the slave quarters at Fair Play offer supplemental
data concerning the architectural style of slave huts on St. Eustatius. Similar to those structures found
during excavations at Schotsenhoek Plantation, the four habitation structures at Fair Play are made up of
approximately 15 to 18 posts. The width of the structures consists of 4-6 posts and the length 5-7 posts.
The Fair Play structures display similar a footprint and dimensions to those found at Schotsenhoek.

The additional presence of post holes demonstrates evidence of remodeling that indicates a longer term
use along with the readiness and the means for remodeling. Due to the presence of additional remodeling
post holes around the parameter of the structures at Fair Play, that were not present in the structures at
Schotsenhoek, differentiating the remodeling post holes from the initial post holes proved to be difficult
in the current state of preservation.

The orientations of the structural features were uniformly within 5-10 degrees of each other and that
uniformity in orientation included the fence features as well. The standardized alignment of features
denotes an element of planning or preparation prior to construction that is not commonly found in slave
villages on other islands (Niddrie 1966, Pulsipher 1994).

Discussion of Dating and Chronology
Three resources were used in determining the dates for occupation for the slave quarters; cartographical
evidence and data from temporally diagnostic glass and ceramic artifacts.

Cartographical dating (1742- current)
The four historic maps present a glance into the evolution of the Fair Play Plantation landscape and
features. The earliest cartographic evidence of the Fair Play Plantation appears on a 1742 (see Figure 1)
map as a single square that symbolizes plantation land. The lack of information on the layout and
structures does not offer much information other than the location and the presence of plantation activity.

The first cartographical evidence for the presence of slave structures at Fair Play Plantation was on the
1781 map (see figure 1) created by P.F. Martin after the capture of St. Eustatius by British Admiral
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George Rodney. This map shows 9 distinct structures southwest of the boiling house in three rows of
three. This map is merely a conjuncture or estimation of the actual layout and number of slave structures.

The A.H. Bisschop-Grevelink map created between 1839 and 1846 displays the configuration of five
structures that consist of a windmill, a boiling house, a habitation structure, a warehouse, and a well (see
figure 2). Despite the lack of a slave quarters or any slave structures displayed on this map, we know the
slave quarters were still in use due to the chronological evidence from the cultural material.

Glass Dating (1760-1840)
Despite the variety of glass types identified in the slave quarters, the only artifacts that were temporally
diagnostic with sufficient integrity for analysis were 10 olive green wine bottles. These bottles were dated
by means of temporal elements; namely the finish (specifically the lip and string elements) and one bottle
with a moulded base (Jones 1986).

Table 5 Glass Dating
Date

Artifact

Dating Element

1825-1850

Wine bottle

Moulded Base

1770-1839

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish, String

1770-1809

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck

1770-1809

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck

1770-1800

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck

1770-1789

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck

1770-1799

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck

1760-1809

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck

1760-1789

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck

1730-1779

Wine bottle

Bottle Finish & Neck
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Ceramic Dating (1750-1840)
Precise dates can be obtained through an artifact assemblage that contains temporally diagnostic ceramics
(Table 2.1). The quantity of temporally diagnostic ceramics recovered from the slave quarters provides a
statistically significant sample when attempting to obtain acceptably accurate dates. The following section
offers a preliminary analysis of the slave quarters’ ceramic assemblage and will provide an essential range
of dates for the occupational period(s) for the slave quarters at Fair Play Plantation. We can achieve a
more finite set of dates when more analyses are preformed for the final report.
Table 6 Ceramic Type Dating
Ceramic Type
Tin-Glazed Earthenware, Unknown
Tin-Glazed Earthenware, Defltware, Blue on White
Tin-Glazed Earthenware, Faience, Rouen
Tin-Glazed Earthenware, Defltware, Polychrome
Tin-Glazed Earthenware, Defltware, Sponged
Slipwares, Staffordshire-Type
Slipwares, Staffordshire-Type, Edged Pie Crust
Coarse earthenware
Afro-caribbean ware
Stoneware, Rhenish Blue and Gray
Stoneware, Black Basalt (Kaolin)
Stoneware, Dinnerware
Creamware, Unknown
Creamware, Transferprint
Creamware, Feathered Edge
Pearlware, Edged, Dipped
Pearlware, Sponged
Pearlware, Transferprint, Blue on White
Pearlware, Hand Painted Polychrome, Underglaze
Pearlware, Hand Painted Polychrome, Overglaze
Pearlware, Hand Painted, Blue on White
Porcelain, Unknown
Pocelain, English soft Paste
Whiteware, Plain
Whiteware, Tranferprint
Whiteware, Hand Painted, Polychrome
Biot Jar
Annular Ware, Banded
Annular Ware, Marbelized
Annular Ware, Mocha, Dendritic
Annular Ware, Unknown

Date
1640-1800
1630-1790
1740-1790
1571-1790
1708-1790
1675-1770
1660-1770
1500-1750
1770-1830
1575-1775
1750-1820
1720-1770
1762-1820
1770-1815
1765-1810
1785-1840
1770-1830
1784-1840
1830-1840
1795-1820
1775-1840
1790-1835
1745-1800
1830-Pres
1830-Pres
1830-Pres
1700-1750
1785-1840
1782-1820
1795-1895
1780-1895

Median
1720
1710
1765
1681
1749
1723
1715
1625
1800
1675
1785
1745
1791
1793
1788
1813
1800
1812
1835
1808
1808
1813
1773
1923
1923
1923
1725
1813
1801
1845
1838

Black 2001; Erikson and Hunter 2001; Gaimster 1997; Grigsby 1993; Heath 1988; Klinge 1996; Miller
1987, 1991, 2002; Miller and Stone 1970; Mudge 1986; Noel Hume 1969, 1970, 1977, 2001; Samford
1997; Shlasko 1989; South 1977; Sussman 1997, 2000; Walthall 1991; Waslekov and Walthall
2002;Deagan 1987
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Dating through contextual seriation of the presence or absence of temporally diagnostic ceramics
recovered from the slave quarters resulted in an occupational date range of 1761 to 1808 and a median
date of 1784 (Table 7). A ceramic date range of 1761 to 1808 is consistent with the other dates obtained
from the cartographical and glass dates.

Archaeologists have recovered artifacts spanning in dates since the colonization of the island, over 375
years ago. However, a large percentage of the cultural material recovered from St. Eustatius date to the
prosperous years of the late eighteenth century. The over abundance of material wealth on the island
during this time period resulted in an exaggeration of cultural material found in the archaeological record.
This exaggeration of cultural material, due to St. Eustatius’ formative years, alters seriated relative dating
techniques in that a disproportional abundance of cultural material skews frequency data.

With consideration to the exaggeration of cultural material during a good portion of the occupation of the
slave quarters, a weighted dating technique was used to off-set the dating results. The weighted dating
resulted in a median of 1802 and a range of 1775-1829 (Table 8).

Table 7 Present/Absent Dating
Median
Range
Standard Deviation.

1784
1761-1808
12.27

Table 8 Weighted Dating
Median
Range
Standard Deviation.

1802
1775-1829
31.40

Considerations and Conclusion
Archaeological excavation is inherently destructive and cannot be replicated. It is therefore important to
be as precise as possible when documenting findings in order to preserve the archaeological record.
Despite the meticulous measures taken to document all information from an archaeological site, there are
always additional considerations that have been overlooked due a variety of limitations. Furthermore, the
field of archaeology is always refining its research methods and analyses and as such there is the potential
for future analyses that are not herein considered.

There are several variables to consider when researching the archaeological record of a sugar plantation.
Every structure and feature at Fair Play Plantation represents a component of the sugar production
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process. Additionally, every structure and feature requires consideration in order to understand the
working landscape and function of the plantation. Additional research should consider the investigation of
Fair Play Plantation in its entirety and not focus primarily on the slave quarters.

Given our restricted area of excavation due to limited funding and the remaining potential for additional
research, more mechanical stripping and excavations west of the newly stripped area in the slave quarters
at Fair Play Plantation requires further attention to refine the proposed research questions and possibly
propose additional ones. The lack of material culture specialists available for specialized artifact analyses
limit the breadth of this research and reiterated the importance for further artifact analyses beyond what
was provided in this research.

The investigations in the slave quarters at Fair Play Plantation revealed six new features that bring the
total number of features to seventeen. All four structural features exhibited remodeling post holes which
indicate prolonged occupation. The temporal analyses from the cultural material indicate occupational
dates between approximately 1760-1840.

All four structural features are aligned with each other and with the neighboring masonry structures
(feature 4). This alignment is unique from other slave quarters on St. Eustatius. The structural layout at
Fair Play may indicate an element of planning prior to constructing. A predetermined lay-out of the slave
structures might show that the living situation may be more controlled or regimental similar to the
controlled lay-out.

The cartographical evidence shows a presence at the location of Fair Play Plantation as earlier as 1742.
However, no depiction of a slave presence was found until the 1781 map that show a set of slave huts
west of the boiling house. The absence of slave huts until 1781 supports the 1760-1840 date range
attained through the temporal analyses on the cultural material. However, there may be an explanation for
this disparity in dates but it is reasonable to assume that the slave huts were relocated to west of the
boiling house around 1760.
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Appendices
APPENDIX 1. Ceramic Type Identification
Type Designation

Total Count

Refined Earthenware
Tin-Glazed, Undefined

49

Tin-Glazed, Defltware, Purple on White

9

Tin-Glazed, Defltware, Blue on White

Tin-Glazed, Defltware, Brown on White
Tin-Glazed, Defltware, Polychrome
Tin-Glazed, Defltware, Sponged
Tin-Glazed, Faience, Rouen
Creamware, Undefined

Creamware, Transferprint

Creamware, Feathered Edge
Creamware, Sponged

82
4
9
1
9

175
3
1
2

Pearlware, Undefined

88

Pearlware, TransferPrint, Blue on White, Later

116

Pearlware, Edged, Dipped
Pearlware, Sponged

Pearlware, TransferPrint, Blue on White, Earlier
Pearlware, TransferPrint, Black on White
Pearlware, TransferPrint, Red on White

Pearlware, TransferPrint, Green on White

Pearlware, TransferPrint, Pruple on White, Earlier
Pearlware, TransferPrint, Pruple on White, Later

Pearlware, Hand Painted Polychrome, Underglaze
Pearlware, Hand Painted Polychrome, Overglaze
Pearlware, Hand Painted, Blue on White

56
16
40
4
1
6
2
2
9
7
7

Whiteware, Undefined

114

Whiteware, Blue on White

13

Whiteware, Tranferprint

Whiteware, Hand Painted, Polychrome
Whiteware, Sponged

Annular Ware, Undefined
Annular Ware, Banded

Annular Ware, Marbelized

Annular Ware, Mocha, Dendritic
Annular Ware, Machine Turned

47
12
2

37
37
3
2
1
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APPENDIX 1. Ceramic Type Identification (Cont.)
Type Designation

Total Count

Slipwares
Slipwares, Undefined

80

Slipwares, Black Buckley

8

Slipwares, Staffordshire-Type

Slipwares, Staffordshire-Type, Edged Pie Crust
Course Earthenware

10
5

Coarse Earthenware, Undefined

43

Stoneware, Undefined

195

Coarse Earthenware, Lead-Glaze, Biot Jar
Stoneware

Stoneware, Rhenish Blue and Gray
Stoneware, Black Basalt (Kaolin)
Stoneware, Dinnerware
Porcelain

4
6
1
3

Porcelain, Undefined

60

Pocelain, Bone China

7

Porcelain, Ch Ing, Blue on White
Porcelain, Ch Ing, Overglaze
Pocelain, Figurine

Afro-Caribbean ware
Afro-Caribbean ware
Other

6
9
1

25
6
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APPENDIX 2. Unique Finds

Feature 472- Clear Glass Bottle Stopper

Feature 472- Refined Earthenware (n=9)

Feature 472- Game Piece (Tin-Enamel)

Feature 472- Ceramic Marble
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APPENDIX 2. Unique Finds (Cont.)

Feature 74- Iron Hook

Feature 79- Delftware Blue-on-White

General Collection- Various Clear Glass (n=4)

General Collection- Green Glass, Wine Bottle,
Finish (n=4)
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